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Breathing Abundance and Prosperity 

By Rene Bastarache, CI 

 

Learn to develop a new way of breathing in abundance and prosperity… Allow 

your breathing to continually attract prosperity to you from all directions. 

 

Script Begins Here: 

 

I'd like you to imagine that with every breath you take from this point forward 

you’re breathing in abundance and prosperity… Imagine that you can actually feel 

the difference with each breath… You notice how it feels good… How it feels 

powerful… How it feels exciting to breathe in abundance and prosperity… 

 

As you continually breathe in this wonderful abundance, you realize that you’re 

“one” with the universe… You realize that the universe is limitless in its 

abundance… There’s more than enough resources within the universe to give 

everyone, everything they want and more…  

 

You can imagine yourself right now as being prosperous… being successful… 

You’re an open vessel to receive abundance from the universe… because you 

deserve it… and it’s yours for the taking… 

 

You’re open-minded and able to see abundance in all things… By remaining open-

minded you’ll attract opportunities that you may have not considered before… 

Opportunities that are there to help advance you… to make you more 

prosperous… 

 

You accept all opportunities with gratitude… realizing that everything you receive 

is a gift from the universe… and you receive all these gifts gracefully… with 

gratitude… with tremendous thanks… 

 

Imagine yourself right now attracting abundance continually… With every breath 

you take… it's as if you’re a strong abundance magnet… Allowing and accepting 

abundance to flow to you from all directions… 
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Realize how wonderful it feels to be able to breathe in abundance continually… 

It's yours for the taking… You deserve it… You expect it… 

 

Welcome to your new way of breathing... 

 


